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Interview Questions  

for Editor William von Holst on: 

The	  Journey	  Within	  

By	  Imre	  Vallyon	  
 

1. Imre Vallyon teaches from an Inner State of Illumination. 
Please explain what this means and how it is different than 
the way we understand the world through our minds? 

2. Imre says that Right Knowledge is the Saving Knowledge, 
the Knowledge that leads to Eternal Consciousness, an 
infinite possibility of knowing, an infinite possibility of 
experiencing, an infinite possibility of becoming. Please 
explain the difference between our thinking facilities and 
consciousness? What does he mean by Right Knowledge is 
the Saving Knowledge? Page 4 

3. Please explain the Original Spiritual Path and how three 
thousand years ago mankind misunderstood the True 
Spiritual Path? Pages 10-11 

4. Imre constantly emphasizes that everything Spiritual is 
already within you. He says that we each have a central point based in the Heart Chakra that is 
always in an Eternal State of Being. Please explain. Page 12 

5. Please explain how our egos are related to crisis and how this transformation through crisis is 
good? Page 21 

6. Please explain the difference between the Passive and Active Paths and the need for both in 
connecting to the Living Soul? Pages 32-35 

7. Imre says, “Your physical body vibrates very slowly, your emotional body vibrates faster, and 
the mind body vibrates faster still. And yet the Soul has very rapid and fine vibration and you 
cannot perceive it unless you cultivate that vibration.” Please explain. Page 44 

8. He says to perceive yourself as a Living Soul, you have to go beyond physical, emotional and 
mental processes. Please explain what techniques go beyond these three qualities of the 
Personality? Page 44 

9. What is Superhuman evolution? Page 53 
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10. How are we more suited today for this great leap forward in Human Evolution than in the 
past? Page 53 

11. Imre says, “At the moment you see one percent of Reality, when you become Soul-Conscious, 
you will begin to see ten percent of Reality and when you are God-Consciousness, you will see 
one hundred percent of Reality”. Please explain. Pages 55 and 56 

12. Imre explains that from Higher Consciousness you realize a great secret: that you are not going 
from point A to point B, but everything you need is already inside you. Please explain. Page 61 

13. Why are we not experiencing what we already are? Page 64 

14. What are the obstructions to Enlightenment? Page 67 

15. When you use a mantra (a sound sequence or Word of Power used in inward meditation to 
suspend the mental processes and connect to higher levels of Consciousness) you focus your 
attention deeper inside yourself to give you a moment of Enlightenment or a vision or 
experience of the higher part of yourself. That is Enlightenment. Please explain. Page 69 

16. The True Spiritual Path towards Enlightenment is not just for oneself, but for everyone. Please 
explain. Page 73 

17. We need to understand Death and Reincarnation to understand who we are and what we are 
doing here on earth. Please explain. Pages 77-79 

18. What happens when you die? Page 86 

19. There is a Second Death. Please explain. Page 90 

20. And there is a Third Death. Please explain. Page 91 

21. At the moment of Death, there are two most important questions. What are these two 
fundamental qualities of life? Pages 95-97 

22. What is the fundamental nature of our Sun? Pages 100-110 

23. What are the three types of Karma? Pages 117-122 

24. Please explain Shadowland. Pages 133-138 

25. What is Thought-Power? Pages 144-153 

26. What is the Great Feminine and what is her primary concern? Page 164 

27. Imre says once you have contact with the Divine Feminine, your destiny line becomes clear. 
Please explain. Pages 169-172 

28. Why is the State of Silence so important? Pages 197-206 

29. This is one of Imre’s meditations: 
“The Handiworks of God spin through the orbits of Space, 
And my birth and death is but an interlude in my Heavenly Existence.” 
Please explain. Page 231 


